Getting Started

Learning Target:
I can create a sketch with measurements and collect beginning pictures for a room remodel
proposal.

Materials:
•
•
•
•
•

Notebook Paper
Pencil
Tape Measure / Yardstick / Ruler
Drafting Symbols (shown below)
Smart Phone or Digital Camera

Activity:

Through this unit we will be creating a room remodeling proposal for a room in your home.
In order to do this, we will need to begin by collecting measurements to make a starting
sketch of this room.

Making A Rough Sketch
1. On a sheet of paper begin by using a pencil to draw a line that will represent one of the
walls. Do not include built in cabinets, furniture, etc. as we are just drawing an empty
room. It is easiest to start with a wall that does not have a door or a window.

2. Next we need to label how long the wall is. Using a tape measure, yard stick, or ruler
measure the length of this wall in inches.

3. On the outside of the line you drew, put small tick marks slightly above the ends of the
line. Now draw an arrow between the tick marks, but leave a space in the middle where
you can write the wall length. Write the length measurement in inches in the space.

4. Draw one of the adjoining walls the same way you did before. Again place the tick marks
on the outside of the line, add the arrows and length. Keep repeating this until you have
drawn the outline of this room.

5. We also need to know the height of the walls. Measure from the floor to the ceiling. On
the outside of your drawing in the margin write Height = and then your height
measurement. ex. Height = 96" ( " means inches)

Adding Details
6. Now go back and add doors and windows using the symbols below.

Adding Doors

Begin with a door (if this room has one). On the wall that has the door, erase a portion of
the line that is in the approximate location of the door. Also look at the door. Does it
swing into the room, or out into a hall or another room? Also see what side of the door the
hinges are on. When you draw the door symbol you want the line representing the door to
recreate how the door swings.

7. We now need to enter the dimensions of your door. In the opening of the door write
the number 1 in a circle. Now on the margin outside of the drawing below the height
measurement write another number 1 in a circle. Next to it we will put the door
dimensions. First measure how wide the door opening is, and write this number next to
the 1 in a circle. Now measure the height of the door opening. Put an x after you width
number and then the height measurement. It should look something like 36" x 72".
(Remember " = inches)

8. Now we need to indicate on the drawing the exact location of the door. Place a tick
mark on both sides of the door opening like you did for the wall length, only this time
make these on the inside of your line. Place arrows that go from the door tick mark to the
adjacent wall. Measure this distance and write the distance on your drawing. Repeat for
the distance from the other side of the door to the other adjacent wall. If the space is too
small to write the number between the arrows, write it a short distance away and use
another arrow to show the location of the measurement.

9. Repeat this process for your closet door(s). Make sure you use the correct door symbol
for the type of closet door you have. Place a 2 in a circle to represent this door, and place
the dimension of the door under the dimensions of the room's door.

10. Next measure the dimensions of any closets. Begin by drawing a rough representation
of the closet where it is located. Now measure the dimensions of the closet and add these
to the drawing like you did for the walls. Do not forget to measure the distance from the
closet door(s) to the inside adjacent closet wall.

Adding Windows

11. Use the same process for the windows. For the windows label them with small letters of
the alphabet in a circle ex. a in a circle. In the margin below your door measurements, put
in the window measurement height x width. Again you need to have the dimensions from
the adjacent walls so you know where they are located.

12. For windows you need to have one additional measurement. You need to measure the
distance from the floor to the bottom of the window. Place this measurement below the
window measurement.

Take Pictures of the Room
Using a smart phone or digital camera take pictures of the room from several
angles. Make sure your series of pictures show the entire room.

What Is Due:
Once you have completed your sketch with measurements of the room, take a picture of
your sketch so you can submit it on Schoology or by email. If you need help submitting
your work on Schoology, look at the cheat sheet on my teacher website. You also need to
submit your pictures on Schoology. You can either submit them separately, or put them in
a Word document, PowerPoint, or other type document.

